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By Jennifer Still

BOOK THUG, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Poetry. It was
a long silence that brought me to the erasure poem. Not mine, but my brother s, during his many
months in a coma. I came across a notebook of his--a pocket- sized, handwritten field guide of
prairie grasses. I read it for companionship, signs of consciousness, attention. I read it for the
rhythms of his still and distant hand.I was reading a taxonomy of grief: silique drifted into soliloquy.
Between 2008 and 2014, while her brother was in a lengthy coma, award-winning poet Jennifer Still
engaged in a private collaboration with the art and wonder that was his handwritten field guide of
prairie grasses. The result: the stunning works of poetry and imagery encapsulated in COMMA. Still
was moved by an overarching impulse of grief to create these poems. In the brittle lexicon of
botany, and in the hum of the machines keeping her brother alive, she developed a hands-on
method of composition that plays with the possibilities of what can be read on a page. COMMA
enacts a state of transformation and flux, all in an effort to portray the embodiment of grief and...
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Here is the best ebook i actually have go through until now. It really is simplistic but shocks within the fi y percent in the ebook. Your daily life period will
probably be transform once you total reading this book.
-- Ela ina  Funk-- Ela ina  Funk

A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels
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